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SOUTHERN LIVING Vintage Style
Grandbaby Cakes: Modern Recipes, Vintage Charm,
Soulful Memories is the debut cookbook from
sensational food writer, Jocelyn Delk Adams. Since
founding her popular recipe blog Grandbaby Cakes in
2012, Adams has been putting fresh twists on old
favorites. Adams has earned praise from critics and
the adoration of bakers both young and old for her
easygoing advice, rich photography, and the
heartwarming memories she shares of her family’s
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generations-old love of baking. As a child, Adams and
her family would routinely embark on the ten-hour
journey from their home in Chicago to Winona,
Mississippi. There, she would watch her grandmother,
affectionately nicknamed Big Mama, bake and
develop delicious, melt-in-your-mouth desserts. From
blooming tree-picked fruit to farm-raised eggs and
fresh-churned butter, Big Mama used what was
readily available to invent completely original treats.
Adams treasured the moments when her mother,
aunt, and Big Mama would bring her into the kitchen
to let her dabble in the process as a rite of passage.
Big Mama’s recipes became the fabric of their family
heritage. Grandbaby Cakes is Adams’s love note to
her family, thanking those who came before and
passing on this touching tradition with 50 brilliant
cakes. Grandbaby Cakes pairs charming stories of Big
Mama’s kitchen with recipes ranging from classic
standbys to exciting adventures—helpfully marked by
degree of difficulty—that will inspire your own family
for years to come. Adams creates sophisticated flavor
combinations based on Big Mama’s gorgeous
centerpiece cakes, giving each recipe something
familiar mixed with something new. From pound
cakes and layer cakes to sheet cakes and "baby"
cakes (cupcakes and cakelettes), Grandbaby Cakes
delivers fun, hip recipes perfect for any celebration.
Readers will love this cookbook for its eclectic and
bold recipes steeped in equal parts warm Southern
charm and fresh Midwestern flavors. Not only will
home bakers be able to make staples like yellow cake
and icebox cake exactly how their grandmothers did,
but they’ll also be preparing impressive innovations,
like the Pineapple Upside-Down Hummingbird Pound
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Cake and the Fig-Brown Sugar Cake. Grandbaby
Cakes is a collection for both new-aged and traditional
bakers, but mostly it’s for anyone who wants a fresh,
modern take on classic recipes as well as cakes full of
heart and soul.

Beach House for Rent
Coastal living to island living- Simply by the Sea is a
beautiful collection of interiors by Tracey Rapasardi.
Comfortable interiors welcome family and friends at
these stunning coastal retreats that sit along the
natural beauty of the coastlines.

Grain Power
Accessible and readable and lively illustrated, CRAFT
IN AMERICA will explore the historical, social and
cultural significance of craft, focussing on the last
century. While showcasing some of the greatest
works of the last century, CRAFT IN AMERICA will
delve deeply into the psychology of craft to show how
it fulfills a need we share as Americans.

The Southern Cottage
A Santa Monica-based interior designer demonstrates
how to incorporate sophisticated beach house styles
into any space regardless of size and location, sharing
fifteen of the author's projects that reflect seainspired colors, textures, and layouts.

Beautiful Beach Houses
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Divided into four chapters â€“ classic, contemporary,
casual and country-style â€“ Coastal Living visits
homes scattered all over the globe, from Denmark to
Mexico. These shoreside dwellings boast a rich variety
of different architecture and interior styles, but they
all share a similar spirit. All are are beautiful but
practical, featuring bare wooden boards, uncurtained
windows open to the morning sun, and furnishings
covered in robust linen or cotton that can endure
exposure to salt water and the sunâ€™s fierce rays.
Many of them feature nautical-themed accessories or
draw inspiration from beachcombing, displaying shells
and driftwood to feel close to nature and the sound of
the waves. Whatever the style, their interiors speak of
a relaxed, informal, carefree lifestyle where the
boundaries between inside and out are blurred. The
book also features insightful essays on some of the
traditions and characteristics of the coastal lifestyle,
such as the story of surfing, decorating with beach
finds, plants for coastal gardens, living with nautical
maps and charts, and more. Interspersed throughout
are recipes for delicious and healthy seafood dishes
that will allow you to make the most of the daily catch
as well as evocative quotations from great writers
extolling the drama and majesty of the ever-changing
ocean.Â

Coastal Modern
Patternmaking for Contemporary Menswear is the
most current, comprehensive and user-friendly book
for men's patternmaking--an essential resource for
students, educators, and industry professionals.
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Houses with Charm
Experience the sultry Southern atmosphere of Atlanta
and the magic of the Carolina Lowcountry in this
funny and poignant tale of one audacious woman’s
quest to find the love she deserves, from New York
Times bestselling author Dorothea Benton Frank.
Leslie Anne Greene Carter is The Last Original Wife
among her husband Wesley’s wildly successful
Atlanta social set. His cronies have all traded in the
mothers of their children they promised to love and
cherish—’til death did them part—for tanned and
toned young Barbie brides. If losing the social life and
close friends she adored wasn’t painful enough, a
series of setbacks shake Les’s world and push her to
the edge. She’s had enough of playing the good wife
to a husband who thinks he’s doing her a favor by
keeping her around. She’s not going to waste another
minute on people she doesn’t care to know. Now,
she’s going to take some time for herself—in the
familiar comforts and stunning beauty of Charleston,
her beloved hometown. In her brother’s stately
historic home, she’s going to reclaim the carefree girl
who spent lazy summers sharing steamy kisses with
her first love on Sullivans Island. Along Charleston’s
live oak- and palmetto-lined cobblestone streets,
under the Lowcountry’s dazzling blue sky, Les will
indulge herself with icy cocktails, warm laughter,
divine temptation and bittersweet memories. Daring
to listen to her inner voice, she will realize what she
wants . . . and find the life of which she’s always
dreamed. Told in the alternating voices of Les and
Wes, The Last Original Wife is classic Dorothea
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Benton Frank: an intoxicating tale of family,
friendship, self-discovery, and love, that is as salty as
a Lowcountry breeze and as invigorating as a dip in
Carolina waters on a sizzling summer day.

Coastal Blues
Get swept away to the beautiful and breezy Isle of
Palms with New York Times bestselling author Mary
Alice Monroe’s return to her “exceptional and
heartwarming” (Publishers Weekly) Beach House
series, set in South Carolina’s lowcountry. Two
women. One summer. One very special beach house.
Cara Rutledge rents her quaint cottage on Isle of
Palms to Heather Fordham for the entire summer. As
beautiful as the Isle of Palms is, Heather’s anxiety
keeps her indoors with her caged canaries as she
paints birds for postage stamps. Eventually, however,
the shore birds—and a man who rescues them—lure
her outside. As the summer progresses and Heather
begins to blossom, Cara’s life reels with sudden
tragedy. She wants only to return home but Heather
refuses to budge from her sanctuary. As everything
around the ladies is coming apart, they discover they
can only rely on each other. Now, the two women who
don’t really know each other are forced to live
together and support each other as they navigate the
next chapter of their lives. Featuring Monroe’s
signature “lyrical, emotional, and gripping” (RT Book
Reviews), Beach House for Rent demonstrates the
power and strength of female friendships.

Private Gardens of Georgia
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Irresistible interiors that capture the essence of
seaside living. Everyone dreams of a house by the
sea, and this book presents the best examples of
homes for escaping to the serenity of the seaside.
Beautifully photographed interiors, exteriors, gardens,
and patios offer a peek into these appealing homes,
including Martha Stewart's Seal Harbor, Maine
residence, Donna Karan's Zen-like East Hampton
retreat, Tommy Hilfiger's Pop Art-inspired Miami
house, and Giorgio Armani's Antigua getaway. Such
top designers as Martyn Lawrence Bullard, Steven
Gambrel, and Ken Fulk have decorated these lovely
and inspiring homes in quintessential seaside
communities, including Block Island, Harbor Island,
Malibu, and Martha's Vineyard. A seaside house is a
place to unwind in a relaxed setting. Yet it is also a
place to entertain friends and family in style and can
express a range of chic decorating and design tastes.
From clean, modern beach houses to traditional-style
cottages, these breathtaking interiors, presented by a
team known for style and taste, will inspire
homeowners, designers, and anyone who loves a
water view.

Simply by the Sea
In Relaxed Coastal Style, Sally Denning offers
decorating inspiration for anyone lucky enough to live
by the ocean, as well as those who only dream of it.
Scientists tell us that living by the ocean makes us
happier and healthier: views of blue space have a
calming effect and sea air improves our ability to
absorb oxygen. Being by the water brings a sense of
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tranquillity and relaxation and a home by the sea has
never been more desirable. The first part of the book
offers up Sally’s take on coastal style, celebrating the
colors and textures of the ocean. She also looks at
lighting, furniture and coastal decorative accents such
as maps, charts and nautical-themed accessories,
shells, and driftwood. The second half of the book
visits a selection of glorious coastal houses, cabins,
cottages, and hideaways around the globe that are
guaranteed to enchant and inspire. Wherever you
live, Relaxed Coastal Style will inspire you to adopt
the relaxed, informal simplicity of life by the sea.

Coming Home
You may think you know the South for its food, its
people, its past, and its stories, but if there’s one
thing that’s certain, it’s that the region tells far more
than one tale. It is ever-evolving, open to
interpretation, steeped in history and tradition, yet
defined differently based on who you ask. This Is My
South inspires the reader to explore the Southern
States––Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Virginia––like never before. No other guide pulls
together these states into one book in quite this way
with a fresh perspective on can’t-miss landmarks, off
the beaten path gems, tours for every interest,
unique places to sleep, and classic restaurants. So
come see for yourself and create your own
experiences along the way!

A Place to Call Home
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This delightful chronicle of contemporary building and
planning in the city of Charleston, South Carolina,
makes a compelling case for the importance of
architecture on a local scale.

Grandbaby Cakes
Coastal Blues is a magnificent celebration of
shoreside homes around the globe, offering
decorative inspiration for all of us who love the ocean
or dream of living by the sea. Covering homes from as
far apart as the Bahamas and Denmark, authors Sally
Hayden and Alice Whately begin by looking at the
essential components of the coastal look—color and
texture, materials, furniture, fabrics, accessories, and
display. The second part of the book, The Spaces,
takes a tour through the home room by room, from
Living Spaces, Cooking and Eating Spaces to
Bedrooms, Bathrooms, and Outdoor Spaces, capturing
the informal, easy-going interior style associated with
living at the water’s edge. But Coastal Blues is not
only for those who live by the ocean. Whatever and
wherever your home, from a high-rise apartment to a
newly built home, you can create a simple, informal
beachy feel. From tranquil living areas to balmy
bedrooms and shipshape kitchens, Coastal Blues
covers all the aspects of decorative seaside style.

Relaxed Coastal Style
"She Sheds provides inspiration, tips, and tricks to
help create the hideaway of your dreams"-Page 9/24
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New Moroccan Style
The Miami Beach-based architecture and interior
design firm presents luxurious private residences
from Orlando to Key West, reinterpreting Florida
styles from Mediterranean to Art Deco. Though the
husband-and-wife team of Taylor & Taylor travel
widely to find design inspiration in the U.S., Europe,
South and Central America, and the Caribbean—they
always retain their first love: the historic architecture
of Florida itself and its blend of rustic and romantic,
from Italianate palazzos to Art Deco hotels and Key
West's bungalows. Classic Florida Style presents ten
coastal residences in resplendent photography to
match the tropical hues and lush natural surroundings
of the sunshine state. Design lovers will see not only
homes that integrate orange groves and sunsets
reflecting off Biscayne Bay, but also gorgeous
interiors that take full advantage of Florida's
crystalline light—superbly crafted spaces in which the
ocean breezes can almost be felt ruffling the curtains.
Locales range from a private island near Key West, to
Coral Gables, Fisher Island, and Lake Thonotosassa,
northeast of Tampa—even the South Carolina home of
one Florida-minded football giant, a former
quarterback for the Miami Dolphins. Whether drawing
on the architecture of British Colonial Bermuda, or the
Spanish-inspired designs of George Washington Smith
and Wallace Neff in California, each home takes full
advantage of glamorous indoor-outdoor living and a
seamless blend of native Florida materials and
singular antiques.
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Coastal Style
Superb guide to the best contemporary beach house
designs from around the world, including stunning
examples from Australia, South Africa, United States,
Spain, Portugal, and Greece Adorned throughout with
full-color photographs of dreamy inspiring houses set
in gorgeous coastal settings Includes more than 30
beach houses by award-winning and high-profile
architects The lure of a home by the ocean resonates
with us all, bring to mind the beauty and changing
moods of the water, the intoxicating salty scent and
the sound of waves against the shore. But what
makes a beach house, and how does the idea of a
home by the coast differ across the world? This
stunning edition showcases a global snapshot of
beautifully designed coastal homes, with a diverse
mix of types, from Hamptons style to more minimalist
residences, reflecting the different landscapes and
locations. Lavishly illustrated with full-color images of
award-winning architecture combined with
spectacular views, this curated list brings together the
most recent designs from highly regarded architects
to produce the best examples of contemporary beach
house residential design. This book is a captivating
glimpse into the irresistible world of modern and
stylish contemporary living in homes that take full
advantage of their beachside settings.

This Is My South
Covering homes from as far apart as the Bahamas
and Denmark, the book begins by looking at The
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Elements that go to make up the whole, including
color and texture, materials, furniture, fabrics,
accessories, and display. The second part of the book,
The Spaces, takes a tour through the home room by
room, from Living Spaces and Cooking and Eating
Spaces to Bedrooms, Bathrooms, and Outdoor
Spaces, capturing the distinctive interior style that
has evolved from living beside the sea.

Coastal Homes of the World
Tracery was founded by Paige Sumblin Schnell in
2004 on two principles: that all aspects of design are
interconnected, and that the visions and needs of the
client are paramount. Featuring 19 homes from
across the country, Tracery explores Schnell’s
signature style and her talent for creating timeless
and evocative interiors. Divided into five categories
that define Schnell’s portfolio—Enduring Style, Spirit
of Place, Crafted with Care, Along the Waterfront, and
In Harmony—Tracery lavishly illustrates the
welcoming aesthetic of her interiors that also reflect
the taste and style of her clients. In addition to the
beautiful spaces and gorgeous photography, Tracery
offers inspiration for your own style and will appeal to
anyone interested in design and the art of living well.

Coastal Blues
Showcases the interior design and architecture styles
of the South in houses, mountain retreats, cottages,
and other dwellings, capturing the comfort and
hospitality of the region.
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The Seaside House
Covers four currently emerging trends including
Delirium, Fusion, Minimalism, and Repose, providing
illustrative examples of Moroccan style in a range of
houses and public settings while explaining how to
incorporate specific style details into a home.

Coastal Living Beach House Style
This gorgeous book, filled with classic holiday recipes
and information on the traditions and styles that mark
Christmas in Savannah, is the perfect handbook to
plan a Southern celebration. From casual Tybee to the
glamorous Historic District, residents and visitors alike
will cherish the enchanting seasonal photographs.

Coastal Living
A photo book of home interiors and exteriors features
country houses, mountain retreats, and coastal
cottages located in and around the American South.

Classic Florida Style
"'Southern Bouquets' showcases these
arrangements--large or small, humble or
sophisticated--with sumptuous, inspiring photography
in sometimes breathtaking, sometimes cozy, but
always quintessential Southern settings. Want to recreate the simple and elegant looks yourself, no
matter your zip code? Charleston, South Carolina
locals Bigner and Barrie make it a breeze"--Page 2 of
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The Last Original Wife
Are you a beach bum, a beach lover, or simply just a
fan of the water? If you find yourself constantly
longing for a relaxing vacation along the sandy shores
of Tahiti or yearning to go on a coast-to-coast cruise,
look no further. Interior designer Anna Örnberg has all
the solutions to bring the waves to your home and
living room. With Anna’s advice and expertise, you
can turn your own apartment or living space into a
beautiful waterfront home. Live on the beach with
nautical style and enjoy the waves. Using seashells,
ropes, dark woods, and light-colored walls, the interior
designs in this book remind readers of sunken ships
and buried treasures. The decor will inspire
homeowners to personalize their homes into the most
calming and soothing living quarters, a place where
they can sit, relax, and enjoy the ocean breeze.
Projects include: Wooden lampshades Nautical
placemats and pot holders Building your own
lighthouse Beanbags and pillowcases The nautical
look is a classic theme that suits a wide audience.
Whether you’re looking for new ideas to spruce up
your city center apartment or looking to decorate
your holiday vacation home, this book has the
answers. The Nautical Home has a little something for
everyone, from the average homeowner hoping to
reinvent a room or more to the recent college grad
looking for new ways to decorate a new home. With
the interior designs in this book, you can finally be the
captain of your own ship or home.
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A Classical Journey
Cottages near the water tend to be snug and modest,
with exteriors painted in sun-reflecting whites,
nautical blues, or playful colors. The interiors of these
houses likewise avoid formality in favor of a casual
approach.

Saving Everest
Award-winning architect Ken Tate is widely
recognized for his intuitive approach to traditional
architecture. His houses come from a place of soul, as
well as a deep understanding of human nature and
the history of architecture. In this book, nine dwelli

The Nautical Home
From old paintings and antique pottery, to chippy
furniture and new-again chintz, Southern Living and
three Southern makeover experts show you that, with
a little paint, fabric, and inspiration, there's no such
thing as a lost cause.

The Art of Southern Charm
The acclaimed interior designer combines rich
tradition with modern sensibilities in this beautifully
photographed book of homes across the deep South.
James Farmer’s design firm works with clients across
the South who want to turn their houses into homes.
Now Farmer takes readers on a guided tour of eleven
home projects—from makeovers to remodels and new
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construction—as he brings together a cultivated mix
of high and low, storied and new, collected and found;
presenting them all as a thoughtfully exhibited array
of taste, style, good architecture, and interior comfort.
Woven alongside beautiful photography of interiors
and exteriors are personal stories James shares about
living in the South, the people in his life, and how he
fell in love with home design. A Place to Call Home is
a beautiful book to inspire Southern style at
home―infusing the new with antique, vintage, and
heirloom pieces.

Patternmaking for Menswear
A tour of thirty of Georgia's most exquisite private
gardens, terraces, and verandas shows how each has
evolved into a place of charm and tranquility.

Charleston Fancy
This treasure trove of decorating inspiration
showcases coastal homes from the shores of New
England down to Key West and the Caribbean. It
explores the unique design of seaside homes along
the rugged coastline of the Pacific Northwest down to
the sunny beaches of Southern California, letting
readers experience how the architectural vernacular
of a region influences the design of its homes. Step
inside these homes to see how the coastal way of life
dictates the décor-from thoughtfully designed porches
that are an extension of the home, punches of citrus
green and seaglass blue in a whimsical room for
children, to kitchens and living rooms that are casual
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gathering places in the truest sense. Get ideas for
infusing your own home with a similar laid-back sense
of style. See how simple updates like the choice of
paint color or lighting can truly make a room, and
gather ideas for your own redo with our inspiring
makeovers.

Southern Spaces
This ultimate guide to Southern design breaks down
beautiful living room by room. From kitchens to living
areas to master suites, you ll find a range of looks
that embrace the region s signature stylings, as well
as savvy ideas from experts and homeowners, to
make the most of every space in your home."

Savannah Christmas, A
In the 1780s Jonathan Lucas, on a journey from his
native England, shipwrecked near the Santee Delta of
South Carolina, about forty miles north of Charleston.
Lucas, the son of English mill owners and builders,
found himself, fortuitously, near vast acres of swamp
and marshland devoted to rice cultivation. When the
labor-intensive milling process could not keep pace
with high crop yields, Lucas was asked by planters to
build a machine to speed the process. In 1787 he
introduced the first highly successful water-pounding
rice mill—creating the foundation of an international
rice mill dynasty. In Rice to Ruin, Roy Williams III and
Alexander Lucas Lofton recount the saga of the
precipitous rise and ultimate fall of that empire.
Lucas’s invention did for rice, South Carolina’s first
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great agricultural staple, what Eli Whitney did for
cotton with his cotton gin. With his sons Jonathan
Lucas II and William Lucas, Lucas built rice mills
throughout the lowcountry. Eventually the rice
kingdom extended to India, Egypt, and Europe after
the younger Jonathan Lucas moved to London to be at
the center of the international rice trade. Their lives
were grand until the American Civil War and its
aftermath. The end of slave labor changed the
family’s fortunes. The capital tied up in slaves
evaporated; the plantations and town houses had to
be sold off one by one; and the rice fields once
described as “the gold mines of South Carolina” often
failed or were no longer planted. Disease and debt
took its toll on the Lucas clan, and, in the decades
that followed, efforts to regain the lost fortune proved
futile. In the end the once-glorious Carolina gold rice
fields that had brought riches left the family in ruin.

She Sheds
Many of us aspire to live the life of luxury by the sea.
For the elite few, it's a fabulous reality soaking up
their days in some of the world's most extravagant
and lavish waterfront properties. Whether it is the
sound of the surf, ocean views to die for or the feel of
sand between your toes, you'll be enchanted by the
stunning photographs of secluded coastal properties
that showcase their premier locations, luxurious
interiors and their sheer magnificence. Interspersed
with cocktail recipes that lend themselves to these
exquisite locations while also featuring fabulous
dishes from various world cuisines, why not pour
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yourself a champagne cocktail maybe even a
Margarita settle back and immerse yourself in a
spectacular visual journey through Coastal Homes of
the World.

Waterside Cottages
Patricia Altschul, the surprise breakout star of Bravo’s
hit reality show Southern Charm, introduces an
essential lifestyle guide as refreshing and fun as a gin
martini. “Patricia on #SouthernCharm, like lookin’ in
the damn mirror. Cheers queen.” —Lady Gaga Fanfavorite Bravolebrity Patricia Altschul from the
primetime show Southern Charm finally brings fans
her eagerly anticipated opus on etiquette and living a
glamorous Southern lifestyle. Patricia provides advice
on every situation, from hosting a memorable cocktail
party, to decoding the dress code for any event, to
handling a drunken boor at the dinner table, to
delivering the perfectly phrased insult—like her now
iconic “shameless strumpet.” The Art of Southern
Charm takes readers inside the world of Charleston’s
most captivating grande dame, who (with Michael the
Butler) offers a blueblood’s blueprint for curating and
celebrating life at its best.

Southern Coastal Living
A survey of cottages reflecting a variety of southern
vernacular styles showcases an array of dwellings,
from charming country getaways and rustic mountain
retreats to simple beachside escapes and classic
Victorians, all of which evoke the timeless charm of
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southern living.

Rice to Ruin
From design expert (and interior design readers’
favorite) Phoebe Howard comes a new book focused
on decorating with beautiful blue color schemes.
Coastal Blues is a glorious decor book filled with
inspiring images of beach houses, seacoast getaways,
vacation cottages, and luxurious seaside manors. It is
also a hardworking how-to-get-the-look book that
offers solid interior design and styling advice.
Featuring brand-new, never-before-published
projects, every page reflects the ease and casual
elegance of shoreline living. With chapters such as
Sea Glass (brilliant blue color schemes), Indigo Bay
(true blue schemes), and Ocean Mist (pale blue
schemes), Phoebe Howard shows design lovers how
to make the coastal style modern, fresh, and very
much their own.

Craft in America
Essentially French is perfect for anyone who seeks
ideas for their own French-inspired interior, or for
those who simply want to dream Essentially French is
perfect for anyone who seeks ideas for their own
French-inspired interior, or for those who simply want
to dream In Essentially French, renowned antiques
dealer and stylist Josephine Ryan offers a privileged
glimpse into the homes of antiques dealers who have
a passion for French style. Step into a world of
timeless elegance and transform your home with this
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beautiful guide to French-style interiors. The homes
featured include farmhouses, townhouses, and
apartments, and their decorative styles may differ,
but all have something in common—each and every
one showcases the beauty of traditional French
furniture and accessories, and demonstrates the
understated elegance of French life. From the chic
simplicity of a Parisian apartment to the picturesque
charm of a Provençal farmhouse, the homes in this
book illustrate the many facets of classic French style.
Essentially French is perfect for anyone who seeks
ideas for their own French-inspired interior, or for
those who simply want to dream

Tracery
From the outside, Everest has it all, but there's only
one girl who can see him for who he truly is High
school senior Everest is the most popular guy in
school. On the surface, handsome, wealthy and
captain of the football team, but inside, desperately
unhappy. Depressed and suicidal, he tries to take his
life. Beverly is the exact opposite. Quiet, shy, and
hard-working, she'd rather spend her time in the
library, distracting herself from her less-than-perfect
home life. Everest returns to school, in more pain
than ever. Discarded by his friends and girlfriend, he
is totally isolated. But when Beverly and Everest meet
unexpectedly in a dusty corner of the library, together
they discover how just how rich life can be - how love,
tenderness and acceptance can change their lives
forever A sensitive, heartfelt #ownvoices love story
about finding your inner strength, perfect for fans of
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Nicola Yoon and All the Bright Places.

Southern Bouquets
The first book on the award-winning J Banks Design
Group reveals the luxurious but relaxed home and
lifestyle on Hilton Head Island, South Carolina.
Attention to detail. Luxury without pretense. Lifestyle
Design. Casual elegance. These are the standards
that J Banks Design has set for their residential resort
homes on Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, and in
surrounding coastal towns. Southern hospitality and
grace are the essence of the genteel, laid-back way of
life that epitomizes southern style. A variety of
decorating styles includes the classic southern blueand-white theme; a home designed in wild color to
stimulate family fun; an equestrian property, and
rooms in soft hues that invite relaxation. Luxury also
goes outside to the veranda and dock with a lunch at
Joni’s and a Lowcountry boil. Joni Vanderslice founded
J Banks Design Group in 1986. As owner and
president, she has built the design company into an
internationally firm recognized for the J Banks
signature style of timeless design and casual
elegance. Vanderslice is a dedicated volunteer with
the Hilton Head Boys and Girls Club and the Hilton
Head Chamber of Commerce.

Essentially French
TRANSFORM YOUR MEALS WITH HEALTHY &
DELICIOUS GLUTEN-FREE ANCIENT GRAINS Grain
Power makes it simple to include a variety of delicious
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gluten-free ancient grains in your everyday meals.
Ancient grains are great tasting and not only ideal for
people with food allergies, gluten intolerance and
health issues, but also those looking for delicious,
nutrient-rich grains for a healthy lifestyle. Packed with
lots of variety and unique, natural flavors, recipes
feature the most popular and versatile gluten-free
ancient grains available today. It’s easy to supercharge all your meals with these health-boosting,
nutrient-dense superfoods: amaranth buckwheat chia
kañiwa quinoa millet oats sorghum teff Grain Power is
a complete cookbook featuring everything you need
to know about cooking these amazing ancient grains,
as well as combining them into unique superblends.
Grain Power features over 100 easy-to-make,
delicious recipes like Pumpkin Spice Steel-Cut Oats,
Chewy Chocolate Granola with Cherries & Buckwheat,
Millet & Quinoa Blueberry Pecan Snack Bars, Smoked
Ham and Leek Amaranth Chowder, Thin-Crust
Vegetable Pizza with Fresh Basil, and Caramel Apple
Buckwheat Crêpes.
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